
Sedimentary Rocks



Formation

Most of Earth’s surface is covered 

by sedimentary rock

Classification is by formation



Categories of sedimentary 

rock:

Clastic

Organic

Chemical



Clastic Rock
fragments of other rock are 

cemented together

fragment size varies from 

microscopic to pebble size

fragments are formed by the 

weathering of rock



Clastic Process
Rocks are weathered and smoothed

Most are carried by running water but 

also wind and glaciers(erosion)

The smaller the particle, the farther it 

will carry. Larger particles will drop out 

first. (Sorting and deposition)

Particles that drop out are compacted 

by overlying sediment.



Sorting of sediment



Clastic Process
Loose particles are cemented together 
when minerals dissolved in water fill the 
spaces between particles and bind them 
together

Natural cements include silica, calcite, 
iron oxide and clay

Cements influence color

silica and calcite = gray or white

iron based = red, brown and rust



CLASTIC SIZES

conglomerates - coarsest, round particles

breccia - angular fragments

sandstones - quartz sand grains, 30% may be 

empty space making it porous and permeable

shale - silt and clay, impermeable, smooth, 

soft and brittle





CHEMICAL ROCK

Water contains dissolved minerals

Minerals precipitate out and form 

sediments

Rock salt or rock gypsum occur in 

layers

Limestones may form by chemical 

action



Chemical Rock



Organic Rock
Remains of plants and animals

Coal is made of carbon

Limestone is composed of calcite.

water dissolved calcite out of rock

calcium ions are taken up by organisms 

such as clams, corals and algae

remains of organisms collect on floor of 

ocean where they become compacted and 

cemeted



Organic Rock



Organic Rock



Features of 

Sedimentary Rock
Stratification=arrangement of sediment in layers

Caused when moving water or wind stops and 

drops sediment

Bedding plane=lines separating layers, usually 

horizontal

Cross-bedding=layers are at an angle



Normal layering



Fossils=remains, impressions or evidence of 

plants and animals

Ripple marks = patterns formed by the action of 

wind or water

Mud cracks = as wet clay contracts and dries, 

cracks are preserved







Nodules= lumps of fine grained silica in limestone 

and chalk

white/brown-chert

dark lumps-flint

Concretions=round masses of calcium carbonate 

found in shale

Geodes=spheres of silica rock in limestone which 

my be lined with quartz or calcite crystals
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